STYLE IS EVOLUTION.
PERSOL PROVES IT WITH A COLLECTION BRIMMING WITH SOPHISTICATED NEW FEATURES

Founded in Turin in 1917, Persol’s long history of innovation, consistency and tradition has made it a universally recognised style icon. The brand’s glasses are loved by the stars of the silver screen and by all those who like to bring a little bit of elegance into their everyday lives. Persol has an innate ability to evolve, keeping its style in sync with contemporary trends.

This is once again evident in Persol’s newest collection, which is characterised by Persol’s striking attention to detail. Testament to this is the new double bridge and lightweight, elegant frame of the Persol Calligrapher Edition. From the sophisticated combination of Havana acetates – from the brand’s sprawling archives – with a range of metallic tones to the incisions used to accentuate temples and bridges, each and every detail is attended to with the full extent of Persol’s artisanal expertise.

All of the glasses have an extreme sense of lightness courtesy of sleek lines in both the optical frames and sunglasses, with the latter using top-quality crystal lenses – polarised and ultra-thin versions are also available. The journey through the vintage acetates in the Persol archives continues, while the brand-new Madreterra version makes an exclusive appearance on the iconic 714 model.

SUNGLASSES

PO714

These acetate sunglasses are one of the iconic Persol models, immortalised thanks to the legendary Steve McQueen who wore them both in his personal life and on the set of many of his widely acclaimed films. The fold-away frames are made using artisanal methods and the finest materials, while the temples are equipped with the Meflecto system and feature the Supreme Arrow. As part of the brand’s journey of rediscovery through some of the vintage patterning in their archives, this model features the exclusive new Madreterra acetate, which contrasts wonderfully with crystal lenses in green, brown gradient and polarised blue. As well as ensuring perfectly clear vision, these lenses also offer 100% protection from harmful sun rays.
PO3157
The design of these pantos sunglasses in acetate is a contemporary tribute to the sophisticated aesthetics of Persol’s 1940s archives. With sleek profiles and compact volumes, the model features the iconic flex arrow and other Persol classics such as the keyhole bridge and Meflecto temples. Pleasantly light to wear, the model is available in an elegant range of acetates in the following combinations: brown Havana with red streaks and brown gradient lenses; brown/beige tortoiseshell with grey gradient lenses; Havana with polarised brown lenses; black with polarised green lenses; Terra di Siena with blue gradient lenses.

PO3159
These pilot sunglasses in acetate feature a broad silhouette with a new, sleek profile. A contemporary touch is added with a double bridge in contrasting metal. Iconic Persol features such as the arrow and the Meflecto system are included, with the latter ensuring the temples are flexible enough for the wearer to personalise the fit. The acetates mix several tones of Havana with full colour versions, injecting that eclectic element that’s sure to go down well with those who love to put their own stamp on their style: Fuoco e Ardesia with silver mirror lenses; Terra e Oceano with brown mirror lenses; streaked brown with light blue lenses; Havana with polarised brown lenses; black with green polarised lenses.

OPTICAL FRAMES
PO3160
The broad, sleek profile of these pilot optical frames in acetate is characterised by a double bridge which injects a strong hit of personality into the style. Yet this is certainly not achieved at the expense of the quintessential Persol style, which shines through in the mini flex arrows and Meflecto system, meaning the temples are flexible enough to ensure a personalised fit. Available in classic acetates and vintage patterns from the Persol archives: Havana; black; Fuoco e Ardesia; Terra e Oceano; Terra di Siena.

PO3162
These pantos optical frames in acetate are characterised by a sleek, lightweight profile which stems from a contemporary interpretation of the 1940s Persol style. The understated, compact volumes give centre stage to the mini flex arrow and other iconic Persol features, such as the keyhole bridge and Meflecto system temples, which ensure a personalised, pleasant fit. The model is available in a range of sophisticated acetates: brown Havana with red streaks; brown/beige tortoiseshell; Havana; black; streaked Havana.
Luxottica Group S.p.A.

Luxottica is a leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of fashion, luxury and sports eyewear. Its portfolio includes proprietary brands such as Ray-Ban, Oakley, Vogue Eyewear, Persol, Oliver Peoples and Alain Mikli, as well as licensed brands including Giorgio Armani, Burberry, Bulgari, Chanel, Coach, Dolce&Gabbana, Michael Kors, Prada, Ralph Lauren, Tiffany & Co. and Versace. The Group’s global wholesale distribution network covers more than 150 countries and is complemented by an extensive retail network of over 7,200 stores, with LensCrafters and Pearle Vision in North America, OPSM and LensCrafters in Asia-Pacific, GMO in Latin America and Sunglass Hut worldwide. In 2015, Luxottica posted net sales of approximately Euro 9 billion and approximately 79,000 employees. Additional information on the Group is available at www.luxottica.com.

Safe Harbor Statement

Certain statements in this press release may constitute “forward looking statements” as defined in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such statements involve risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those which are anticipated. Such risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, the ability to manage the effects of the current uncertain international economic outlook, the ability to successfully acquire and integrate new businesses, the ability to predict future economic conditions and changes to consumer preferences, the ability to successfully introduce and market new products, the ability to maintain an efficient distribution system, the ability to achieve and manage growth, the ability to negotiate and maintain favourable license agreements, the availability of correction alternatives to prescription eyeglasses, fluctuations in exchange rates, changes in local conditions, the ability to protect intellectual property, the ability to maintain relations with those hosting our stores, computer system problems, inventory-related risks, credit and insurance risks, changes to tax regimes as well as other political, economic and technological factors and other risks and uncertainties referred to in Luxottica Group’s filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. These forward looking statements are made as of the date hereof and Luxottica Group does not assume any obligation to update them.